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Key Takeaways

- China's securitization market is unlikely to be significantly affected by the economic and
industry hurdles that the country will face in 2019.

- We expect issuance to grow moderately and asset performance to stay generally steady
during the year.

- Improving debt serviceability, enhanced underwriting and risk control, and
securitization's structural protection should continue to support the robust
performance in retail securitization.

- Securitization will remain an important financing channel.

- Greater investor diversity and enhanced transparency will be key for the sustainable
development of the China securitization market.

Normalization of economic growth, reduced liquidity due to policy-driven credit adjustments,
uncertainty from the trade tensions with the U.S., and rising overseas interest rates may dampen
the performance of some industries in China. But these factors won't significantly affect
securitization. S&P Global Ratings expects ongoing funding needs, and conservative asset
underwriting and transaction repayment structures to continue to underpin the China
securitization market in 2019.

Asset performance shouldn't deviate too much from the stability in 2018. Retail securitizations
demonstrated strong performance. The cumulative asset default rate in auto loan asset-backed
securities (ABS) kept improving, and mortgage default rates in most residential mortgage-backed
securities (RMBS) transactions remained below 0.5%. Stable employment, rising household
income and wealth, shorter loan tenors, and the full-amortization nature of most loans supported
debt serviceability in these sectors, and should largely continue to do so in 2019.

We expect securitization issuance to increase slightly in 2019, with around US$310
billion-equivalent of new notes being offered. In 2018, new issuance in the market reached
Chinese renminbi (RMB) 2 trillion (US$290 billion), a bit higher than our expectation. The growth
was mainly driven by strong issuance of RMBS and corporate receivables securitization, and
robust demand for auto loan ABS. The regulations that intended to contain risks in cash loans
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drove down issuance from nonbank consumer finance companies and online lending institutions.
With the strong issuance in RMBS, banks regained their position in securitization issuance in
China, accounting for almost half of the new offering.

Issuance Grew And Performance Was Stable In 2018

New issuance in the China securitization market increased 36% to RMB2 trillion in 2018,
continuing to grow faster than global peers (see chart 1 and table 1). The speed of expansion
however slowed slightly, and the dominance of certain sectors, such as RMBS and corporate
receivables securitization, became more prevalent. Notes performance remained generally stable,
despite some stressed cases.

Chart 1

Table 1

Global Structured Finance Volumes

(Bil. US$) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

U.S. new issue 436 373 510 531 535

U.S. CLO reset/refi 10 39 167 155 110

Canada (bil. C$) 15 18 20 24 21
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Table 1

Global Structured Finance Volumes (cont.)

(Bil. US$) 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019F

Europe (bil. € ) 77 81 82 106 95

China 97 116 220 292 310

Japan 38 53 48 55 58

Australia 24 17 36 23 26

Latin America 11 12 17 9 18

Total 700 670 930 1040 1050

F--Forecast.

Falling interest rates favored issuance

Securitization issuance costs dropped in 2018, following a declining market interest rate (see
chart 2). Policymakers adopted a relatively easing monetary policy to support the slowing
economy amid trade uncertainties. People's Bank of China (PBOC) lowered banks' required reserve
ratio four times and increased the use of the medium-term lending facility and open market
operations in 2018. The six-month Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate moved down to 3.3% from
4.8% during the year, and the coupons on the most senior tranches of China auto loan ABS
declined to 3.5%-4.0% by the end of the year. These factors reduced the cost of securitization
funding and encouraged issuance.
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Chart 2

RMBS and corporate receivables led issuance, shadowing other sectors

Bank originators set a new record for RMBS issuance. Banks' intention to gain more agility for
credit creation and management, along with strong mortgage demand and tighter liquidity in
2018, stimulated more RMBS issuance in the year. RMBS was the biggest asset class, with 54
transactions amounting to RMB584.26 billion being offered. The total number of RMBS
transactions grew 184% year on year while issuance volume increased 242%.

The issuers were highly concentrated, with the largest four banks accounting for around 85% of
the total RMBS issuance. The popularity of these longer-tenor products improved despite
continued rate easing in China's capital market. This is generally attributable to highly diversified
mortgage pools, conservative loan terms, stable asset performance, and reputed issuers. With the
strong RMBS issuance, banks regained their position as the largest issuers in securitization in
China, accounting for more than 47% of new offerings in 2018 (see chart 3).
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Chart 3

Corporate receivables securitization surged as issuers battled tighter liquidity. Tighter liquidity
and restricted funding channels in 2018 encouraged some corporate entities, mainly property
companies, to issue more corporate receivables securitization. The updated regulations for asset
management announced in early 2018 reduced corporates' use of entrusted loans and trust loans
for financing. These corporates turned to more regulated markets, securitization included, for new
funding. For instance, an increasing number of real estate developers and associated companies
have been tapping securitization issuance under the China Securities Regulatory Commission's
securitization scheme. In 2018, corporate receivables securitization grew 117% to RMB336.05
billion.

Auto loan ABS issuance grew steadily. Despite softening new vehicle sales in 2018, auto finance
continued to grow in China as finance penetration increased. The auto loan ABS market grew
moderately, with total issuance increasing 11% to RMB121.61 billion. The stable industry
performance and strong investment demand kept issuance momentum going, despite some
sluggishness in the first half of 2018. A few new financiers came to the market, but repeat issuers
remained the primary contributors (see chart 4).
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Chart 4
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Issuance activities in other sectors slowed down. In line with our expectation, securitization
issuance activity trended down in sectors other than RMBS, corporate receivables securitization,
and auto loan ABS (see chart 5).

Chart 5

The more stringent regulatory measures for cash loans and internet finance operations introduced
in late 2017 took a toll on the issuance volumes of micro loans and consumer loan ABS. Rapidly
increasing consumer credit amid slowing economic growth also affected issuance in the credit
cards sector.

The issuance momentum of collateralized loans obligations (CLO) further slowed down in 2018
due to limited asset yields compared with securitization issuance costs, and reduced investor
appetite amid the high number of corporate defaults in 2018. Leasing receivables ABS also slowed
down.

The investor base is becoming increasingly diversified

Investor diversity increased in 2018 (see chart 6). The rising portion of nonbank investors and
increasing participation of international investors after the Bond Connect initiative gradually
altered market appetite and pushed up the demand for greater market transparency and
secondary-market liquidity. Although efforts to address these demands have amped up,
mechanisms to make available refined loan data and performance track records, regular research
on market activities and performance sensitivity, and workable pricing mechanisms for existing
notes are still developing.
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Chart 6

Retail securitization transaction performance has been robust

2018 was a tough year for some corporate entities in China, with the highest number of defaults in
many years. Generally slowing economic growth and reducing liquidity due to policy-driven credit
adjustments, along with negative external factors such as the U.S. Federal Reserve's rate hike and
trade tensions, resulted in operational stress for many companies.

Accordingly, a few stress events also occurred in securitization notes in 2018. These include
servicers' failure, the default of originators and the resulting competition from originators'
creditors for securitized assets, and certain missed or delayed interest payments on securitization
notes due to much reduced cash inflows of some assets. All of these are related to corporate debt
or sectors that rely on future cash flows.

Retail sector transactions, on the other hand, generally showed stable performance. Continued
income growth and stable employment supported the strong asset performance of retail
securitization transactions. The cumulative asset default rate in auto loan ABS vintages kept
improving and mortgage default rates in most RMBS transactions remained below 0.5% (see
charts 7 and 8).
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Chart 7
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Chart 8

Economic Uncertainty Is Unlikely To Significantly Affect Securitization

China's economic challenges could toughen operating conditions for some companies in 2019. But
certain fundamental factors could help the securitization market overcome the hurdle and
moderate adverse effects on transaction performance.

Many economic and industry challenges will mark 2019

The year began with widespread concerns on the macro economy and market uncertainty. A
slowing economy and volatile financial markets have begun to lower consumer confidence and
spending behavior (see chart 9). This could affect corporate operations and employment
decisions. We expect the negative trend in industrial activity and industrial profits to persist
throughout 2019, absent a major government stimulus policy (see "The Big Chill In China: Weaker
Profitability To Hit Corporate Debt Servicing," published on Jan. 22, 2019). Corporate debt
serviceability may decline and deleveraging may stall as a result.
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Chart 9

Although the China securitization market hasn't experienced any real stress since it re-opened in
2012, 2019 may be its most challenging year so far. China's GDP growth is moderating, retail sales
are sliding, and a property market correction looms (see chart 10). At the same time, Sino-U.S.
trade tensions remain unresolved and interest rates in overseas markets have increased. Adding
to the difficulties are continued supply-side reform, rising household debt, and increasing
corporate defaults (see charts 11 and 12). Combined, these factors could undermine the
performance of certain companies and specific industries, affecting performance in some
transactions backed by corporate debt or future operational cash flows. They could also increase
the likelihood of income and employment stress, if they are not addressed on time.
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Chart 10
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Chart 11
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Chart 12

Certain other conditions may also put pressure on the loan performance in particular sectors.
These include reduced availability of consumer credit to some borrowers due to tightened
regulations, rapidly slowing new car sales amid rising finance penetration, competition from new
financiers, and mortgage engagement at the property price peak (see chart 13).
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Chart 13

But solid fundamentals will support asset performance

Improving debt serviceability, financiers' enhanced underwriting and risk control, and
securitization's structural protection will likely continue to support the robust performance of
most retail-asset securitization transactions, despite the many challenges that lie ahead.

Debt serviceability is improving even as borrowings increase. China's household debt has been
increasing in the past a few years. This has raised concerns among some market participants
regarding the sustainability of debt-supported growth and financiers' asset quality, not unlike
those over the country's increasing corporate debt pile.

In our view, the potentially negative impact of rising household debt on asset performance should
be considered in conjunction with other balancing and supportive factors. The majority of the
increase in leverage has happened in residential mortgages or financings to prime borrowers.
Borrowers in these sectors may incur more debt, but they also are making more money and
accumulating more wealth during the same period. Even after taking out the value of houses that
much of the increased financing supports, China's households as a whole have had more salary
and deposits/liquid investments available for debt repayment if needed. In the past five years, the
annual income per capita has increased 46%, and household deposits shot up to RMB68.7 trillion,
or 84% of China's GDP in June 2018 (see charts 14 and 15). The sound household income
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statements and balance sheets help build up debt serviceability, and, in our view could prevent
major failure in debt repayment, even if the currently stable employment shifts moderately.

Chart 14
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Chart 15

We note that an assessment of the overall economy can't capture the risks in individual micro
sectors. For financing related to borrowers with limited assets or whose jobs are more sensitive to
the sectors affected by the macro challenges, the loan performance could be very different from
the average we estimate. In China, this kind of financing is more related to non-bank personal or
consumer loans/financing. China's regulators are aware of this and the many cash loan
regulations rolled out in the past 12 months are trying to address this potential risk.

Financiers' underwriting and more conservative asset selection for securitization has excluded
riskier assets or obligors. A few idiosyncratic factors support the performance of assets that
collateralize securitization transactions. These include financiers' enhanced underwriting
technology and skills, the business strategies for conservative customer targeting and product
offerings, and the market's and regulators' control on assets to be securitized.

The loan underwriting and risk management capability of some China financiers has significantly
enhanced in the past a few years, in our view. Information technology and behavior forecasting
tools are far more advanced today than ever before, the availability of credit data (both nationwide
and individual financier-wide) is increasing, and market participants' experience in dealing with
frauds is far greater. All these factors have resulted in improving or at least stabilizing the loan
quality of major financiers with respect to mortgages, credit card receivables, and auto loans (see
chart 16). If the macro and industry challenges take forms different than previous ones, the
prediction powers of loan underwriting tools/systems could be severely tested. That said, we
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believe it is fair to expect that the risk awareness and learnings from analyses so far will still
contain the loan risks from rising significantly for most of the financiers.

Chart 16

Despite the rising numbers of new financiers and their more aggressive strategies of pursuing new
customers with more tailored products, major financiers in China still focus on prime borrowers
and traditional products. These financiers are typically commercial banks and specialized finance
companies managed by the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission. These business
strategies are less risky, and they explain the largely stable debt performance in related sectors. A
typical example is in the auto loan industry. We found that a major part of the increasing finance
penetration, which typically will push up risk of loan performance, is related to the acceptance of
people that do not need vehicle financing initially. The strategies resulted in general improvement
of loan performance across the industry because of the targeting of financially sound borrowers
and shorter-tenor loans (see "Rising Finance Penetration Hasn't Hindered Auto Loan ABS
Performance In China Yet," published on Dec. 20, 2018).

Securitization in China remains a highly regulated financing instrument. Due to the controls from
regulators, industry associations, and more recently investor requests, the eligibility standards of
assets securitized have been higher than that of the financiers' general pools. These eligibility
requirements include good payment history, certain seasoning of payments, and better risk
scoring of the borrowers and loans. This has resulted in even better loan performance in
securitization transactions than that of the financiers' pools.

Securitization transaction arrangements limit the impact from deteriorating assets and
nonperforming third parties. In our view, the biggest threat to securitization repayment remains
the performance of its underlying assets and important third parties. That said, the many
structural arrangements in securitization will help manage or moderate the risks before they
affect payments to investors. These arrangements primarily include the asset true sale, credit
enhancements for different tranches, and the replacement of important third parties when they
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do not perform. Such mechanisms mean that even when asset performance starts to deteriorate
and third parties come under stress, payments to the noteholders are not necessarily affected.

For China securitization, we expect such structural arrangements to continue providing
protection, particularly when most transactions tend to have shorter maturities and fully
sequential repayment structures. Both these characteristics limit the risk horizon that investors
are exposed to. It's true China securitization is yet to be tested in major legal and counterparty
risks. However, in 2018, deal operations and court rulings after several negative events generally
supported the key pillars of securitization. These pillars include the segregation of assets from the
originators and servicers, and the rejection of consolidating securitized assets into the failing
party's bankruptcy estate.

Securitization Will Remain An Important Tool To Support The Economy

We expect securitization issuance to grow--albeit only slightly--in 2019. The macro and industry
challenges will not significantly affect the supply of securitization. That's because its use for
balance sheet management, credit creation in particular sectors, and funding is less sensitive to
the potential adverse developments in macro and selected industries. However, the saturation of
eligible issuers and limited expansion of new investors may prevent growth that is as sharp as
recorded before. We estimate new securitization issuance will increase by 5%-10% to RMB2.1
trillion-RMB2.2 trillion in 2019.

The importance of securitization for the country's financing is increasing

In China, there is no disclosure of sector-specific securitization utilization rates, which are
calculated as the percentage of total outstanding sector loans/receivables funded by
securitization. But securitization is gaining ground in supporting new funding in China through the
observation on some proxies. For instance, the percentage of new securitization issuance to
China's incremental total social financing has been climbing since 2014 (see chart 17). This is
despite securitization's relatively low absolute numbers when compared with other channels. We
believe the upward trend will continue due to securitization issuance growth and the likely
slowdown of total credit creation, which will further solidify the instrument's importance in
supporting the economy.
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Chart 17

Banks' balance sheet management needs will continue to fuel RMBS issuance

The banking sector's continued deleveraging and the necessity to make banks more nimble to
respond to market needs will support banks' strategy of active management and sale of assets,
and securitization seems a viable instrument for such purpose. With corporate assets becoming
less favorable among investors, long-tenor retail assets such as residential mortgages become
the most important item for securitization. In 2018, RMBS represented almost 30% of new
securitization issuance in China, and we expect this dominance to continue. Major banks will
continue to be the most active players due to their proficiency of using securitization and due to
investors' confidence on their operations.

Credit card assets, which have grown quickly in recent years with outstanding receivables of
RMB6.61 trillion as of Sept. 30, 2018, may be another asset class of securitization growth (see
chart 18). At this moment, banks' credit card ABS issuance has been limited to a few issuers and
receivables have been concentrated on credit card loans rather than the whole account.
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Chart 18

Credit supply re-direction may create new asset sectors

In the recent market easing activities, PBOC kept reiterating the importance for banks to expand
their lending to some important but less attended sectors, such as small and midsize enterprises
(SME). Similar to other markets, this sector represents a vibrant part of the economy and provides
the most employment in China. But its operations are also the most sensitive to macro challenges
due to the small operating scale and more concentrated customer and product exposures. With
banks intending to keep asset quality in check during less certain times, the inherent vulnerability
of the SME sector usually prevents them from pumping too much credit into the sector. This is a
common theme across the globe.

Securitization, as many people and some regulators suggest, may be a suitable tool to provide
credit to the SME segment. Securitization's typical features of diversified underlying assets and
the structural arrangement of differentiating risk exposure through different tranches may enable
it manage the higher idiosyncratic risk of each SME obligor and regroup it for capital market
investors with varying risk appetites. We therefore believe there will be some trial transactions in
this sector in 2019.

The experience in the U.S. and Europe nonetheless highlights the high complexity of the
origination, risk assessment, and continued surveillance of SME finance securitization. Some
typical challenges for investors' risk analyses include the possession of operating records or
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financial statements, and the efficient way to conduct credit risk evaluation for a large number of
obligors. They also include the complex correlation of SME performance with the upstream and
downstream players, and the recovery process and certainty of defaulting obligors.

Securitization will be an important funding tool for nonbank issuers

We expect property sector receivables financing, auto loan ABS, unsecured consumer loan ABS,
and lease receivables securitization to continue to provide important funding to related
corporates and financiers. These four sectors represented about 43% of aggregate securitization
issuance in 2018.

The proliferation of securitization for the property sector is partly due to the tightening liquidity in
other funding channels for these issuers, when financing through corporate bonds, trust loans,
and entrusted loans shrank quickly. The issuance trend may continue in 2019 as the macro policy
remains largely unchanged and the proficiency of using securitization advances. Securitization
may however be used by only the well-known and larger issuers. Due to the variety of operating
models and risk appetites of these issuers, the risk profile of their assets may be very different
and not easy to assess. Investors, along with the regulators, are therefore less likely to accept
small or more volatile players entering into the market. And this may limit significant growth of
this sector in the future.

Auto loans ABS may continue to record satisfactory growth. That's given the wide reception of
such products among investors, the funding diversification needs of auto finance companies, and
the subdued activity of some financiers in 2018.

Investor Expansion Is Essential For Sustainable Development

As China's securitization market becomes more market-driven, we believe the balance of power
and the momentum for future development rest on continued expansion of investors, both
domestic and external. Investor expansion will enrich risk appetites, creating demand for the
currently less popular offerings, such as longer-tenor notes and complex asset classes. It will also
enhance the capability of transaction analyses and pricing decision-making, and introduce more
regular market research on China securitization. Our experience in more established markets
suggest all these are keys to the sector's sustainability and risk management.

Although bank investors' share in China securitization has been decreasing except in 2018, their
participation was important to issuance growth in the past years. The market is now facing the
problem of how to expand the investor base to more real-money investment institutions, such as
insurance companies that accumulate assets under management quickly. Direct investment from
these institutions remains limited at the moment. This is very different from other markets,
especially more established ones, where insurance companies are important investors
particularly for longer-tenor transactions, due to the natural duration-match benefit. Other than
some clarity on regulation that is being addressed sequentially, we believe less transparent asset
information and the post-issuance performance record may be the biggest hurdles preventing
insurers from entering into the market. These investors may not have direct knowledge of the
assets as banks do, and they need the long-term credit stability of the transactions because they
tend to hold their investment to maturity.

Offshore investors are actively exploring opportunities in the China securitization market. Due to
their experience in investing in more complex products, they are welcomed by the market and the
regulators. In November 2018, China's Ministry of Finance announced it will exempt the income
tax and value-added tax associated with the interest payments from domestic
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bonds--securitization notes included--held by offshore institutional investors, for three years.
This tax exemption makes domestic bonds regain some edge in yields, which is important under
the currently rising interest rate environment outside China but continued rate easing within the
country. We believe this benefit will attract more investors to the market. But some general
conditions, such as the language barrier and lower availability of market comments and
performance tracking publications may take time to be addressed.

This report does not constitute a rating action.
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